
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
product mgmt / strategy. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please
take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for product mgmt / strategy

You will partner closely with your partners in engineering to take your vision
and ideas and turn them into reality
You will partner closely with your colleagues in customer success to get
customer feedback on your products, find out where you’ve improved their
lives, and find out where you have more work to do
You will be comfortable working with a globally with geographically dispersed
team, in various time zones
You will learn, grow, and be challenged
You will sometimes make tough compromises, or find things take longer than
you want them to, or need to work extra hard to convince a colleague of your
position
Gather and analyze information to define product requirements and use cases
Write, groom, and size user stories to appropriately scope functionality and
estimate effort
Deliver demos to customers and develop custom pitches
Present to an executive customer audience
Vision – work with the VP Strategy to shape the roadmap for the solution set

Qualifications for product mgmt / strategy

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering, MBA preferred (or equivalent work
experience)
You are a good leader and experienced product manager who have
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A well rounded and experienced VP of Product Management who is very
hands-on, able to dive deep into any part of the product in the stack
Have start-up and enterprise development experience and have an eye for
speed, efficiency, impact and common sense
Have experience in developing SasS products for Higher Ed
Have 5+ years of agile experience with the agile methodology and has
successfully led efforts to transform teams from using waterfall to effectively
use agile


